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There are always a number of ways to create
a piece of art that inspires people like there
are always a number of ways to write a letter
in our own artistic way, such as every letter
we put together in our signature.

Our signatures are the arts of our identities
and the brand new Gingko R-space Lamp is
an identity of art with our emotion and
enthusiasm in great design.

Art and Design

Nothing is more inspiring than a blank sheet
of paper.

A line appears, it takes shape, which is then
filled with life and turns it into an Art.
A vision becomes tangible - real, space,
lightness, which turns it into a design.

Fascination. The brand new Gingko R Space
Lamp comes into being, a design, but also an
art…



Discover design that asks the questions of
tomorrow and provides the most impressive
answers today.
Experience elegance and simplicity that
balances captivating presence with the
utmost discretion and enjoy the satisfaction
of expectations not just when it’s being
closed, but also when it’s being opened.

The R Space Lamp - it’s a satisfaction that
meets your expectation.

Satisfaction and expectation



The R Space Lamp is a perfection
through its most contemporary form.  The
R-shaped body simply looks like a 3D R
when it’s closed; But when it opens, it
transforms itself into an elegant and
stunning lamp emitting a delightful soft
warm/cool white LED light through this
water and tear proof ‘lantern’ made of
tyvek papers.

Playful in perfection and inspiration.

Aesthetics and Perfection



Innovative and Ergonomic

As a part of the intelligent and ergonomic
design, the remote control system has been
applied to the R Space Lamp.

The handy supplied remote control can control
one single R Space lamp or multiple units at the
same time, which has erased the difficulties and
hassles of trying to turn on or turn off the R Space
lamp at the other side of your bedside table.
However, it also works independently, so it won’t
cause any conflict when turning off the others
when you have more than one unit in your room.

Being simple in style.



Rechargeable and Dimmable

R Space lamp saves your space.

You can just lean back on your chair or bed and
relax in a comfortable and cozy ambient light
environment emitting from this space-saving
object.

Powered by a 2500mAh integrated
rechargeable long-life battery (USB charging
cable included) or a DC5V USB plug adapter,
the R Space Lamp is fully portable so you can
take it anywhere with you, or you can just
permanently have it plugged in. Plus, with its
fully dimmable feature (5 levels of brightness
setting), you can just close your eyes and relax
in a soft and romantic light environment or you
can change it to the brightest mode to read a
book by and discover your own land through
the books.

R Space is your space …



Cool and Cozy

The R Space Lamp looks cool as a cool
spaceship when it’s opened, but it also
creates either a ‘cool’ white  or soft warm
cozy light.

You can simply switch the light colour in
between cool white and soft yellow white
light by using the handy remote control , or
you can just comfortably do the opens-and-
shuts : 1st time open, it’s a cool white light;
shut it and 2nd time open, it’s then a soft
warm yellow light.

It’s cool, fun and cozy…



Details and Quality

Quality is a matter of details and we made
every single detail in this product with our
best quality standard.

The perfect laser cut edges and fine
engraved mark makes the whole product
have a very smooth touch feeling and the
extra long-life LEDs enables the product to
light up to a minimum 45,000 hours in total.

Making fine details on this product is our job
but discovering the high quality is your
experience.
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Features and  Specifications

Specifications are the units of how the product is being
formed and features are the elements of how the
product is working, below is a list of features and
specifications of the R Space Lamp:

- powered by in-built 2500 mAh rechargeable
  battery with USB charging cable
- USB charging or plug adapter power Voltage: 5V
- natural wood finishes in walnut and maple
- remote control or open-and-shut operated
- dimmable
- colour light temperature: cool white (5000k) or soft
  warm yellow white (2700k)
- rated power: 4.5W
- battery life: 8 hours in brightness mode and 72 hours in
  least brightness mode
- charging time: 3-4 hours
- product size: when closed: 145 x 250 x 25mm / 5.70’’ x
 9.84’’ x 0.98’’ (L*W*H)
- product size: when opened: 290 x 250 / 11.40’’x 9.84
  (L*D)
- product weight: 150g / 0.33 lbs



The opened but turned-off R Space
Lamp looks as good as when it’s
closed or lit up and it is currently
available in classy walnut and light
maple finishes.

It meets your needs for a match
whether you have dark or light
wooden furniture. But it’s not purely
just a match, it’s also a
combination of style and nature.

Natural and Style

The R-space Lamp - walnut
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The R-space Lamp - Maple



You and Us

A bridge connects two lands across the river and the Gingko products connect you and us.
If you’re interested in this edgy and stylish R-space Lamp and you would love to get yourself connected with your beloved customers by

this product, then let’s get CONNECTED now.

The FIRST limited stock will be available from 15th of September 2018 and we’re now accepting your pre-order to secure your delivery.

The R-space Lamp is a patented product from Gingko Electronics Ltd; the EU Design Patent / Design Registration Number: 005264371-0001
The R-space is a registered  trade mark of Gingko Electronics Ltd.



Unit C27, Holly Farm Business Park
Honiley, Kenilworth, Warwickshire  CV8 1NP, United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 1926 676 527    F: +44 (0) 8082 383 166
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Gingko Electronics Ltd
business@ging-ko.co.uk

www.ging-ko.co.uk
An award-wining UK Business


